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Suppose G is a finite group and k is a subfield of C, the complex numbers. 
Let FEY&(G) be the ring of k-linear combinations of the irreducible characters 
of G, and iet %F;;f’,(G) be the center of kG, the group ring of G over k. If G 
is Abelian, then VA,(G) N +FF!~(G), since %?tb(G) = kG and %7&‘,(G) may be 
identified with kc, where G = Hom(G, C*). 
THEOREM. (i) Ifp is m oddp~~m~ and G is a p-group, then @h&(G) ‘v %‘Ek(G) 
for 03 k. 
(ii) There are 2-groups G of arbitrarily large derived length suck that 
%?do(G) and %fFc(Gj are non-iso~rp~ic. 
Initially, let G bls any finite group. Let g1 ,..., -r?, be the conjugacy classes 
of G and let Ci =:- xrEPi x be the corresponding class sums in QG. Let 
g = ! G 1 andL, = k(c), where 2; is a primitivegth root of 1. Let A = gat(L/k). 
Thus, for each a in A, there is s(a) in Z/gZ such that a([) = csfa), and the 
map a - s(a) establishes an isomorphism of fl with a subgroup B of the 
group of units of Z/gZ. We say that x, y in G are k-conjugate, if and onIy if, 
there is b in B such that x is conjugate to yb and we say that x, X’ E T&(G) 
are k-conjugate if and only if x’ = a(x) for some a in A. In this fashion, %?d,(G) 
and %6,(G) become A-modules. 
(:hoose xi e zi, 1 < i < r, and let c(q) = / C(q)] be the order of the 
centralizer of xa in G. Let x1 ,..., xr be the irreducible characters of G. The 
matrix whose (i, j) entry is xi(xj) is the character table of G and is non- 
siqular. 
IetP A ,..., 9” be the k-conjugacy classes of G, so that each 9 is a union 
of conjugacy classes of G. Let Ol,..., OS’ be the orbits of {x1 ,..., x7] under A. 
Thus, if & == XX, where x ranges over O”, then & ,..., LCIB, are linearly 
ind.ependent elements of F&(G) which are constant on each 2’1. Hence, 
s’ :c s. On the other hand, if x is in V&,(G) and is constant on each 2?j, 
then a(x) = x for al1 a E A, so x E k$, + *** +- kJi,s . By the OrthogonaIity 
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relations, the characteristic function of 55’j is in w&(G), so k#r + *** + kt,b,e 
has s linearly independent elements, whence s < s’. Thus, s = s’. 
We assume that notation is chosen so that x, E A?, xc E Oi, 1 < i < s. 
For each i = 1,2,..., s, let Ki be the field generated By xi(x), .x E w&G), 
and let Ki be the field generated by x(Xi), x E w&(G). 
Proof. Let 4 be the characteristic function of 9, so that {4 ,..., 4) 
is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents of ‘V&(G) whose sum is 1. Thus, 
the first isomorphism is a consequence of ‘i4R,(G) c$ N Kd, which we proceed 
to establish. For each x E 5%&(G) 4 , let T*(X) = x(x,). Thus, rt is a k-linear 
ring homomorphism of V&.(G) 4 onto P. If T&) = 0, then since x = ~8~ , 
it follows that x vanishes at xi and off 5?+. If .s E -E”i, then x(z) = a&(~~)) 
for some a E A, so x = 0, yielding the isomorphism. 
For each i = 1,2 ,..., r, let 
be the primitive idempotent of Q&$(G) which corresponds to xi. Let 
Thus, hl ,..., Q) is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents of V&(G) 
whose sum is 1. The second isomorphism is a consequence of V&.(G)?* 1~ Ki , 
which we proceed to establish. 
For each i = 1,2,..., s, let wi be the ring homomo~hi~ of V&(G) onto C 
given by 
(&,) = xdxd g 
rnco’ 
1 <j<r. 
For i = I, 2,..., s, let A, be the restriction of ws to w/&(G). If CE @tk(G) 
and Ai = 0, then u+(C’~~) = wt(C$) = 0, so C$ = 0. Thus, for each 
a in A, a(C,t) = 0 = Ca($), and ao CQ = 0. Since ~(~~) = 0 for al1 j # i, 
we get %$(G) vr N KS . The proof ia complete. 
Turning to the theorem, let G be a p-group, p an odd prime. Then A is 
cyclic, so by Brauer’s lemma [l, p, 9331, it follows that for each a E A, the 
number of irreducible characters of G fixed by a is the number of classes 
fixed by a. Thus, if C is any subgroup of A, the number of irreducible 
characters of G whose fixed group is C is the number of classes whose fixed 
group is C. Thus, we may assume that for each i = l,..., s, xr and A$ have 
the same fixed group C, . Thus, Ki = Ki is the f&red field of C, . 
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We come to the second part of the theorem. Let n be an integer 2 2 and 
let F be a free group on n geneiators. Set F = F, and let F,,,, be the subgroup 
generated by all the squares of elements ofF,,, , m = 0, l,... . Set G = G,,, = 
G&d = Wm , so that G is a finite 2group, and G/[G, c] is the direct 
product of x cyclic groups of order 2”. The exponent of G is 2”. Let H = 
F,/F~.Ifa~H,thenx*~-‘=l.Supposea~G-H.ThensinceHisthe 
Frattini subgroup of G, a[G, Gj is not a square in G&G, G], so z[G, c] has 
order 2’” in G/[G, c]. In particular, x has order 2”‘. 
For each B in G, let K(z) be the field generated by all x(z) where x ranges 
over ‘Z&(G). For each positive integer 1, let Q, be the field of Zth roots-of 1. 
Thus, the previous remarks show that 
K(2) C Qa,,,-l if 2 E H, 
K(2) = Qam if a E G - H, 
the last equality holding since as x ranges over the linear characters of G, 
x(z) ranges over all 2?h roots of 1. Choose m >, 3. As the dihedral group of 
order 2”‘+l is a homomorphic image of G, G has an irreducible character 
which determines the real subfield of Qpl. Since this field is neither Qr 
nor is contained in Qs,,,.-l, the lemma implies that V&(G) and V/o(G) are 
non isomorphic. Since the Sylow 2-subgroups of GL(n, 2) are homomorphic 
images of G,,(n), the derived length of G,,(n) goes to infinity with a. The proof 
of the theorem is complete. 
These non-isomorphisms show that Brauer’s lemma cannot be extended 
1 a y’ y’a y’ y’a y y’ y’ y’ x WY’ v Jcya 
Xl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
XS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
XS 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
x4 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
X5 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 i -i i -i 1 -1 i-i 
x4 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 i -i i -i -1 l-i i 
X7 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -i i -i i 1 -1 -i i 
’ . XS 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -i -i 
X9 2 2 2 2-2-2 0 b 0 f, 
-1 1 i-i 
0 0 0 0 
Xl0 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 0 $2 -;2 0 0 0 0 0 
X11 2 2 -2 -2 0 0 2/z 0 0 0 0 
Xl’ 2 2-2-2 0 o-@ t/2 q2 
-$ 
0 0 0 0 
Xl’ 2 -2 -2 2 0 0 it/Z ii/Z-i&! -i2/2 0 0 0 0 
x14 2-2-2 2 0 0-i1/Z-i2/2 i&! i2/2 0 0 0 0 
Here we have set a = (xy)‘. 
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to noncyclic groups, even for character tables. In other words, the permuta- 
tion group induced by CY&(Q,/Q) on the rows of the character table need 
not be permutation isomorphic to the permutation group induced by 
%r?(Q,/Q) on the columns of the character table, this being the old-fashioned 
way to formulate the i~morphism problem of ~~~(G) and ‘S’&(G). 
As a finai example, we note that the group 
G =gp(x,y 1x2 =ys = 1, (“y)” L= 1, (xy)2 = (yx)2>, 
is of order 32 and satisfies ‘%‘ko(G) C+ g&“(G). In this group, every nonrational 
irreducible character determines a quadratic subfield of Qs , while Qs is 
the field generated by x(y) as x ranges over the irreducible characters of G. 
For inspection, see table on previous page. 
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